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Department of Chemrcal Engmeermg Unrversrty of Cambndge, Pembroke Street, 
Cambridge,, CB2 3RA (Gt Bntam) 

(Recewed July 30,1985, m rewed form February 7,1986) 

Summary 

We report experimental measurements of the centrehne stress build up 
and relaxation as molten polyethelene flows mto a slit die. The time-depen- 
dent extensional stress distribution is obtamed using flow birefringence 
techmques and these observations complement the corresponding velocity 
field measurements already reported. Experimental measurements of the 
linear viscoelasttc storage and loss modulus are obtamed and, from these 
results, the polymers are characterized m terms of a modulus spectrum 
Usmg thrs modulus spectrum together with a Maxwell-type constituttve 
equation and the experimental centrelme kmemattcs, we fmd that it is 
possible to simulate successfully the expertmentally observed stress dutribu- 
ttons. Our results indicate that it is essential to include the polymers’ broad 
spectrum of relaxation times when considermg time dependent flow prob- 
lems. 

1. Inlmduction 

In the companion paper [l] we have measured the centreline velocity 
profile of molten polyethylene flowing into a two-dimensional slit. The 
obJective of thrs paper IS to describe the associated stress field as determmed 
from flow birefringence measurements and relate this stress field to the 
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velocity field usmg an appropriate constitutive equation together with an 
adequate description of the particular polymers’ vlscoelastic characteristics. 

The approach is essentially pragmatic m that we are attemptmg to 
describe events in the simplest way that is adequate to give a reasonable 
approximation to our experimental observations. In this paper, we con- 
centrate solely on the extensional behaviour along the centre of the flow and 
it is a necessary condition that we can successfully model behavlour along 
this particular streamline before we examine the more complex off-axis 
streamline which contains mixed extensional and smple shearing flows. 

In a previous pubhcation [2] one of us examined m some detail the way m 
which flow birefrmgence built up as the flmd approached the throat of the 
slit and then subsequently decayed as the fluid expenenced an essentially 
constant velocity and free relaxation when moving along the centrehne 
wrthm the sht. Results in that paper emphasised the importance of appreci- 
atmg that commercral grade polymers possess a very broad range of relaxa- 
tion times and this plays an essential part in the ttme-dependent extensional 
stress build up and relaxation that we are exammmg. In the previous paper 
our explanation of events was essentrally qualitative and molecular. In tlus 
paper, we extend the expertmental observations and gtve a full quantttatlve 
mathematical description whilst reframmg at thts stage from further molecu- 
lar interpretation. 

2. Stress measurements 

We view the molten polymer m transrmtted parallel light with polarizers 
crossed diagonally wrth respect to the centrehne of the flow. The light source 
is a high pressure mercury vapour lamp used with a 546.1 nm mterference 
filter. The direction of the prmcipal optic axis along the centre of the flow is 
parallel to the direction of flow and consequently frmges observed along the 
centreline are integral retardation bands where the retardation R IS given by 

R=nX, n=O,l,2,3,. . 

where A = the wavelength of incident light. 

0) 

The aspect ratio of our slit section is 7.6 to 1, which unfortunately does 
not allow us to automatically assume that the flow is fully two dimensional 
Wales [3] suggests that an aspect ratio of 10 to 1 will lead only to small 
corrections m assuming that the retardation is constant throughout the 
thickness of the duct and with this in mind, together wtth some uncertamty 
concemmg the absolute magnitude of the stress optical coefficient we have 
chosen to assume m this paper that the flow is essentially two dimensional. 
In this situation the buefrmgence A of the material will be constant 
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throughout the 7.6 mm depth d of the fluid and rt follows that the 
birefringence IS then given by 
A = nX/d (2) 

Thus by countmg frmges it is possrble to determme the level of btrefrm- 
gence at posrtrons along the streamhne where dark retardation bands are 
observed. Generally, It was found necessary to fringe count by starting from 
zero flow and slowly mcreasmg the flow and observing the way m which the 
frmge pattern developed. On the centrehne, wrth mcreasmg flow, frmges 
emanated from the throat. Figure l(a) IS a typical example of a flow 
brrefrmgence stress pattern observed for polyethylene and the burld up of 

Ftg 1 Flow blrefrmgence retardation band patterns of molten polyethylene flowmg mto a 1 
mm wdth sht at T = 170°C See Table 3 for further detads 1 (a)-(c) matenaloo6-60 (a) run 
1, e, = 3 6 s-‘, (b) run 2, C, =14 s-‘, (c) run 3, e, = 22 s-’ l(d)-(f) matenal 140-60, (d) 
run16, e,=19s-‘,(e)run17, P,=44s-‘,(f)run18, e,=74s-’ 
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Fig. 2. Representative ccntmhne flow bxrefrmgcace profile showmg bircfrmgence wreasc 
upstream of throat and decay wthin alit. Daanccs mewwed m mm from throat. Material 
00640, T - 17O*C, run 3. 

fnnges approaching the throat and their subsequent decrease within the sht 
can be clearly seen in the photographs. The detailed form of the centreline 
btrefrmgence profile as a function of position 1s shown by one example m 
Fig. 2. 

The birefringence A IS a measure of the matenal’s principal refracuve 
mdex difference n,, - nz2 and an essential part of the development of our 
subsequent approach is to assume that the stress optical law is valid, namely 

“11 - n22 = Cbl, - 022>9 

where C is the stress opucal coefficient and ull - u22 the principal stress 
difference of the material Wales [3] amongst others has shown in steady 
simple shearing flows that the stress optical coefficient IS valid and he has 
determined values of C for different materials at various temperatures. 
Values of C used in this work are given in Table 1. 

In order to obtain high quality fringe patterns we have found it essential 
to match the polymer melt temperatures and the temperature of the sur- 
rounding metal walls to within f 0S"C. If this is not acmeved, temperature 
gradients exist wnhm the melt and this causes spatial gradients of the mean 
refracttve index of the polymer which, in turn, leads to bending of the 
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TABLE 1 

Stress opt4 cocffiaents for hlgb denaty polyethylene 

Temperature stress optical coeff1clcnt c 
PC‘) (lo-’ m*/NI 

150 240 [31 
170 210 
190 180 I31 
210 150 

lncldent parallel hght beam. Thus effect is part.xularly apparent where shear 
heating occurs at high flow rates near the walls of the shts and, when this 
happens, the regon adJacent to the walls becomes dark. In general, centre- 
lme behavlour IS not modified by this effect. 

In Fig. 1 we show a set of flow buefrmgence photographs for two 
different htgh density polyethelenes flowmg into a slit at a temperature of 
T = 170°C and three different flowrates, details of the flow are given m 
Table 3. The development of the fringe pattern as a function of mcreasmg 
flowrate can be followed together with a comparison between different 
molecular we@ dtstributions. 

3. Simulation of stress measurements 

We have chosen to model our stress drstnbution usmg the corotational 
Goddard-Miller constitutive equation which 1s cited m the text of Bird et al. 
[4]. The stress component a,, IS gtven by 

u,,(t) =J’ G(t- t’)I-,;(t’) dt’. 
-* 

The equation is of the integral form 
modulus G( t - t’) ytelds a measure of 

and 1s objective. The relaxation 
the polymer properties and the 

objective corotational rate of strain tensor I?,; describes the kmematics of 
past events along the streamhne. I’:, is defined by eqn. (7.3-5) m Bird et al. 
[4]. We are attracted to the above constitutive equation m that the Integral 
formulation over alI past strain-rate htstones is suitable for our approach of 
followmg velocity gradients and stresses along streamlines In addition the 
form of the relaxation modulus G( t - t’) allows us to include a spectrum of 
relaxation times which from our previous work [2] we know to be essential. 
The choice of the corotational rate of stram tensor I:, gtves shear thmnmg 
characteristics m steady simple shearing flow. This is a feature that we do 
not necessarily require for the nrotahonal centreline behavrour but obvl- 
ously it will be necessary for subsequent off-axis stress calculations. Also, 

(4) 
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reassuringly, the Goddard-Mrller equation predicts the Cox-Men rule 
which 1s also generally obeyed for the polyethylenes used in these experr- 
ments. We are aware of several other possible molecular and codeforma- 
tional constitutive equations and some of these wrll be examined and 
compared in future work. For the purposes of thrs paper, the corotational 
Maxwell model provides a relatively sunple way to introduce hnear vtscoe- 
lasttc behaviour mto the polymer memory function and also provides a 
reasonably plausible deformation history along a streamline. The time-de- 
pendent corotational constitutive equation does not give a reahstic response 
to step shear stram behaviour m that osclllattons in the stress occur and it 
would therefore be expected that the corotatronal model may not be 
particularly successful on streamhnes that passed near the walls of the duct. 

The rrrotabonal flow along the centreline greatly amphhes the krnematics 
of the deformation history. For rrrotational flows eqn. (4) reduces to 

’ *,, = J 
G(t - t’)+,,(P) dt’, (5) 

-CO 

where 

For our two dimensional centrehne deformation 

u,, = 2 
/ 

’ G(i - i’)&(f) dt’ 
-CO 

(7) 

Also by contuuuty 
. 

e11 + e22 = 0; 

therefore 

al1 - a, = 4 * 
/ 

G( t - t’)&,,(t’) dt’. 
-CO 

In our companion paper [l] we have measurements of the velocity Vr as a 
functton of posrtion along the streamline. By fitting a quadrattc to each 
three adjacent data points we are then able to determine the continuous 
velocity gradient t = aV,/ax,. Further numerical mtegratron usmg 

fJ = 
$ 

‘V;‘dx (IO) 
x0 

converts the stress as a function of position data mto a time domam where tJ 
corresponds to the time taken to move from x0 to xJ. We now have the 
necessary kmematrc mformation required for eqn. (9). 

We have found that the use of a reahstic relaxation modulus is essential 
for the successful simulatron of stresses. Our approach 1s to descnbe the 
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relaxation modulus as a sum of exponential “Maxwell” relaxatton ttmes 7, 
given by 

G(t-t’)=CG, exp[-(t-t’)/r,]. (11) 
I 

Commerctal polymers possess relaxation times in the range lo-‘-10’ s. 
Typical veloctty gradients that we are applying are of order l-lo2 s-* and 
consequently relaxatron trmes less than say lob3 s are of little relevance to 
the rheology of this problem. We thus, choose to let the material have 
relaxation times T, given by 0.001, 0.01, 0.03162, 0.1, 0.3162, 1.0, 3.162 and 
10 s. In order to determine the moduli G, appropriate to each of the chosen 
time constants T,, we have used standard oscillatory hnear viscoelastic data 
obtained from the same batch of polymer under test and at the same 
temperature at which the experiment IS being conducted. The storage and 
loss modulus G’ and G” were obtamed unng a parallel plate Rheometncs 
System Four, mechamcal spectrometer which was kindly made available for 
our use by BP Chemicals Limited. The loss and storage modulus are related 
to G, by the following equations 

where o is the angular frequency of the small strain hnear viscoelastic 
oscillaton. Usmg a least-squares procedure the best fit values of G, for each 
chosen 5 was obtamed from both the G’ and G” data and in general we 
found that excellent agreement could be obtained between eqn. (-12) and the 
experimental data using the time constants chosen. An example of a set of 
G, data obtained for HDPE Bigidex 14040 at 150°C is shown in Table 2 

TABLE 2 

Relaxation moduh G, for HDPE kgdcx 140-60 at 150°C 

tb 
0.001 

&a) 

486 
001 45.3 
0.03162 28 6 
01 14.3 
0 3162 6.01 
1.0 3.65 
3 162 131 

10.0 0.315 
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1000 
T 

Fig 4 Relaxauon modulus G(t - t’) computed usmg eqns (12) and (13) together wrth G’ 
and G” data grven m Fig 3 

together with both the starting G’ and G” data m Fig. 3, and the resultmg 
relaxation modulus G( t - t’) in Fig. 4. 

The expression for the principal stress difference is now of the form 

011 -~=4/* CG, exp[-(t-t’)/7,]Pir(f’) dt’, 
-* I 

03) 

and we are III a positron to compute numerically the mtegral on the 
right-hand side and compare the predicted prmcipal stress difference with 
what we measure experimentally using flow bnefrmgence. It should be noted 
that m makrng this comparison all parameters are experunentally de- 
termined from either the laser velocimeter, the hnear mcoelastic expen- 
ments or the flow buefrmgence, and that we do not have any numerical 
adjustable parameters wrtlnn eqn. (13). 

4. Experimental results and comparison with simulations 

Our experimental and simulation results are shown m Figs. 5 and 6, 
respectively, for IQidex 006-60 and 140-60. Detarls relating to each situa- 
tion are listed m Table 3. For each polymer we report centreline stress 
distributions as a function of position for two flowrates at three different 
temperatures. 

Concerning the higher molecular weight material 006-60 shown in Fig. 5 
we see that at 170°C (Fig. S(a) and (b)) the agreement between the 
experimental and simulated stress is remarkably good particularly at the 
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hrgher of the two flowrates. The situation is quite demandmg as amongst 
other factors the simulatron has to predrct the correct stress build up, the 
posrtron and magmtude of the peak stress together wrth the fast stress 
relaxation downstream of the throat followed by the longer ttme scale 
residue stress that IS seen at the end of the sht. 

As the temperature IS mcreased the fit between experiment and srmulatron 
becomes somewhat worse. Tins IS parttcularly true for the data recorded at 
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T = 21OOC. We defer discussion of this case until later as, at this h@ 
temperature, degradation effects can become important. 

The lower molecular weight polyethylene shown m Fig. 6 has consistently 
lower stresses and, consequently, in order to observe sufficient retardation 
fringes to obtain a stress profile, in general we have to work at lower 
temperatures and higher flowrates to the 00640 material. The agreement 
between experiment and simulation at 150’ and 170°C IS reasonable; 
however, again at high temperature a significant departure between the two 
cases is observed. 
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Our mitral reaction was one of surpnse that the general fit was as good as 
reported here. We became aware that very small changes in the relaxatton 
tmre spectrum could have a large effect on the stress distnbution, m 
parttcular a modification of the short tune constants would influence the 
peak stress whereas a change m the long time constant term would influence 
the restdue stress at the end of the sht. At thrs stage, we are not able to say 
with any confidence that non-hnear effects sqqifrcantly effect the situation, 
we have not as yet explored sufflctent different flowrates for any one 
polymer at a given temperature. 
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5. The effect of iaduoed degradation 

The result that gave us greatest concern was that of 006-60 at 210°C 
shown m Fig. 5 ((e) and (f)). In the example shown, the simulated stresses 
were srgmficantly lower than recorded. Normally the oscillatory linear 
v~~~last~c measurements are carried out under a mtrogen blanket, and 
little or no oxldative degradation wdl presumably occur. The mate4 that 
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T = 190°C See Table 3 for detads 
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passed through our extruder without a nitrogen blanket may well become 
thermally degraded durmg its passage into the die. In order to estabhsh 
whether thermal degradation might effect matters at this high temperature 
we carried out linear viscoelastic measurements without the nitrogen blan- 
ket. The resulting two modulus spectra that we obtained for the material 
with and without oxidatively induced degradation are shown in Fig. 7. We 
find that when the material degrades in the presence of oxygen the long time 
scales mcrease and the short time scales decrease. This is the reverse of what 
one rmght expect on a chain scission basis. We suspect that some form of 
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crosslinkmg is occurring and thts leads to the increase in the long tune scale 
contributions at the expense of the shorter tune constants. 

It the two values of G( t - t ‘) shown m Fig. 7 are used m coquncuon with 
the 006-60 veloctty profile taken at T = 210°C we arrive at simulated stress 
shown in Fig. 8. We see that dependmg on which G( t - t’) data we choose 
the simulated stresses are either greater or less than the experimentally 
observed stress. This result gives a clear indication of how sensitive the 
sunulation 1s to the correct value of G( t - t’) and m parhcular the melt 
tested in the mechanical spectrometer should ideally have had a smular 
thermal and mechanical history to the material flowing within the dies. 
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Ag 7 Relaxation modulus G( I - t’) determmed from G’ and G” data for matenalOO6-60 at 
T = 210°C, run 9 A Degraded mate& oscdlatory measurements made m au Cl Undegraded 
mater& oscdlatory measurements made m mtrogen atmosphere 

TABLE 3 

Data relatmg to Figs. 5 and 6 

Figure Matenal Temperature Run number Maximum entry Mean velocity 
number (“0 (Correlatmg wth velocity gradwnt w&m sht 

Ref 1) e, (s-1) 0 (cm/s) 

5(a) HDPE 170 2 14 20 
5(b) fimdex 006-60 170 3 22 45 
5(c) X&=20000 190 5 15 28 
5(d) M,=130000 190 6 40 48 
5(e) 210 8 15 32 
5(f) 210 9 35 64 

6(a) HDPE 150 12 29 51 
6(b) Rqqdex 140-60 150 13 49 93 
2; M,,,-65000 ~~=14000 170 170 18 17 44 74 13.8 77 

6(e) 190 22 71 124 
6(f) 190 23 113 204 

6. Discus&m and conclusions 

Our results appear to m&cate that the time dependence of the polymer IS 
of greater mportance than possible non-linear effects when predicting the 
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stress m the time dependent extensional flow that we have exammed. The 
fact that our simulated stresses are reasonably consistent with our expen- 
mental observations suggests that our method of approach is sensible and 
that the characterization of melt rheologcal properties from linear vrscoelas- 
tic measurements can be useful m describing events where large strians and 
complex deformations occur. 

Generally, steady-state polymer behavlour can usually be described to a 
first approximation by a two-parameter power-law relationship. Our work 
strongly suggests that m ume dependent flows such as die entry, the time 
spectrum of the polymer dominates the problem and tins will certamly not 
be adequately described by a simple power-law behavlour. 

Our results also tend to support the view that the stress optical coefficient 
is vahd m time dependent flows and if tins assumption is accepted our 
experimental techmque offers an excellent method of obtaining experimental 
extensional viscosity data m a geometrical arrangement that does not have 
any uncertainty associated with free surfaces. 

In this paper we have hmited ourselves to centrehne observations, how- 
ever work m progress at our laboratory suggests that the approach adopted 
m this paper can successfully be extended to describe stress distribution on 
off-axis streamhnes, although m these regions the hmitations of the corota- 
tronal model become apparent. Our expenmental knowledge of the fluid’s 
velocity and stress field enables us to test rigorously the form of the 
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constitutive equation that 1s necessary to describe the polymer’s flow be- 
havlour. In tis way we feel our expernnental results and conclusions may be 
of use to research groups who are currently usmg numerical procedures to 
solve viscoelastic constitutive for similar boundary comhtions to our own. 
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